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IBN National Update Staff  Information
2020 has been the most challenging year for all of us in recent time. Just as we had signs 
that the market was on the improve at the end of 2019 and improving into the start of 
2020, we are hit with Covid-19. With such uncertainty we were all bracing for the worst. 
However, as the clouds of uncertainty cleared, we were able to see a light at the end of 
the tunnel, as the Federal Government rolled out its incentive scheme ‘homebuilder’ to 
the nation which stimulated the domestic building industry. On paper this has been a 
godsend to the industry but as contracts are signed and we prepare to start many of 
these new jobs over 2021 we must tread carefully.

As demand peaks we are already starting to deal with industry issues that will slow down 
progress particularly small to medium sized domestic building businesses:

Delays from professionals services including
•   Drafting
•   Engineering
•   Building product shortages and delays
•   Product price increases well above CPI increases
•   A shortage of good trades across most sectors

It has never been more important to ensure that you are forward planning all your 
projects. This means regular communication with suppliers and your trades and most 
importantly communicating with your clients. 

Delays in the build time can be costly for a builder but this problem can be managed 
by using the extension of time (EOT) Clause. The clause identifi es a number of reasons 
when an EOT may be claimed including any other clause that is beyond the builders 
control.

Common mistakes that a builder makes with the EOT clause include:
•   Failure to claim an EOT when they should.
•   Delay making an EOT until the end of the project.
•   Failure to provide evidence that the delay is not their fault.
•   Failure to prove that the relevant event has caused a delay.

Any EOT claim should be made within a couple of weeks to ensure that the information 
is current and easily understood by the client. Members of the MBA or HIA should utilise 
their relationship with these industry bodies and obtain advice as issues arise. 

At the end of the day good planning and communication will be required from the 
outset. As a Network we will continue to run our Professional Development days and 
bring to the table experts to better your business. We will also be arranging our Network 
meetings throughout the year and have scheduled our annual conference in October.

We still have some work to do to come out 
the other end. The fi rst half of 2021 will still 
create its challenges, but we are here to 
support you as best we can. If you have any 
problems, please call to discuss. 

As promoted, We Are In This Together, and 
by working together we can strengthen our 
opportunities.

IBN Head Offi  ce

12/67 Garden Drive, Tullamarine Vic 3043

03 9330 0280

enquiries@independentbuilders.com.au

www.independentbuilders.com.au

Kevin Renwick

Founder

03 9330 0280

Marg Rosenow

General Manager

0478 202 914

marg@independentbuilders.com.au

Tim Renwick

National Sales & Marketing Manager

0488 455 122

tim@independentbuilders.com.au

Steve Rowarth

Chief Financial Offi  cer 

0488 051 574

steve@independentbuilders.com.au 

Jason Aiossa

National Operations Manager

0478 202 913

jason@independentbuilders.com.au

Sal Filiz

Member Services Manager

0418 849 975

sal@independentbuilders.com.au

Chris O’Sullivan

QLD Business Development Manager

0499 000 916

chris@independentbuilders.com.au

Kathleen Manning

Sales Support

03 9330 0280

kathleen@independentbuilders.com.au

Jonty Rosenow

Geosite/IBN Staff  Member

0428 240 756

jonty@independentbuilders.com.au
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2020 Review
What a year 2020 was. We have had a lot going on behind the scenes 

which we will break down below and itemise the plans for 2021.

Designs

The start of this year we started work on several display designs which 
were all put on hold in March and in some cases are still waiting to 
restart. 

The Thredbo was developed into a standard IBN design due to 
popularity and has already given great benefi t to members. Recently 
we have started working on designs again with plans to launch up 
to 12 new designs in 2021 which is going to be a great refresh and 
add on to our setup. 3 new designs are already underway and to be 
released early 2021 and we will start the conversation with mem- 
bers regarding any specifi c requests so let us know if you require any 
designs that may suit your needs.

Marketing Collateral 

To start the year, we split 

the Caribbean range into 
2 brochure books, the fi rst 
was for double garages 
while the second was a 
single/no garage version. 
The newsletter mid-year 
release was great to get 
information together and provides fantastic insight into IBN members 
and off erings.

In 2021 we will look to create the Adaptable Living designs brochure 
book once all designs are completed. This will be like the current 8 
ranges we have setup and will simplify selecting an Adaptable Living 
home. We will look at the IBN First Homes brochure book next year to 
get something together like the older Zero Deposit First Homes book.

Website

We updated many features on the website to make it more user 

friendly and will continue to make sure the function is crisp. The news 
section has allowed us to create blogs and share them across our 
many social media channels.

We will look to add 3D walkthroughs to some of our popular designs 
to give clients access to go through our designs online and get a feel 
for them. These will be actual built homes by IBN members and will 
add a real professional feel to our setup. If anyone is building a stand- 
ard IBN house, please let us know so we can organise a walkthrough 
and you will be given access to the link to use for your own. 

Design Database

The 2020 IBN Database was complete and added to IBNSpace for 

member access, this is updated through the year so contact Sal from 
Head Offi  ce for information regarding IBN Design Builds. A reminder 
that this can be a great tool for members for client use, if you have 
a client interested in an IBN Design and they want a walkthrough, to 

see a façade or you as a builder just simply want more insight about 
a design; we can put you through to a fellow member who has/is 
building the same design.

Adaptable Living Homes

As mentioned earlier we will be adding to the design database 
specifi cally around Adaptable Living, but this is not the only update. 
We created a project specifi cation manual for Adaptable Living mid-
year and a robust housing project specifi cation which has really 
allowed us to explain the diff erence between building a standard 
home and an Adaptable home. Have a read through the specifi cations 
and use these as your own it breaks down everything involved.

2021 will see Adaptable Living taken to a new level as we have created 
a great market for IBN and its members to take advantage of so keep 
an eye out for updates. The Adaptable Living section of the website 
will be updated once we have all the new collateral, designs and 
information together.

Adaptable Living Designs

We will be investing into our Adaptable Living design range early in 
2021 and have already started to develop a selection of IBN designs 
that will be modifi ed to Gold standard which we will look to do a big 
launch on. 

The following designs have been selected and will have working 
drawings, stylised fl oor plans, marketing brochures, pricing and 
BOQ’s done:  Anglesea 2, Beaufort, Campaspe, Cardinia, Georgetown 
1, Grange. The Somers is also underway, and we will review how to 
add this to our system as well.

Facades 

We added to our façade collection early in the year with the launch 

of our exclusive James Hardie façade range. The following facades 
were released: Helensvale, Euroa, Apollo, Tweed and Miami. The 
Helensvale has been by far the most popular façade and we will look 
to add to the Hampton style facades due to popularity and members 
requests. We are always looking to add new facades, so any requests 
appreciated.

House & Land Packages

We have continued to produce 
hundreds of house and land 
packages for members and 
will continue to do so moving 
forward. Those taking advantage 
of this service have seen great 
benefi t allowing you to promote 
through your own channels or 
show a professional front with 
real estates, land developers, etc. 

Let us know if you need any house 
and land packages done, we are 
more than happy to assist.
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SUITABLE FOR FIRST-FIT 

AND RETROFIT

Build a smart 
home with a 
smart lock.

The Yale Unity Entrance Lock can now be controlled through the 
use of the Yale Access App, providing total control over the lock 
anywhere, anytime*. Lock and unlock the door, grant access to 
others and keep track of visitor access all via a mobile device.

Features

• Total control via the App

• Remote access*

• Auto unlock/lock

*The Yale Connect Bridge is required for remote access and voice assistant compatibility.

Works with

• Door position sensor

• Voice assistant compatible*

• Tailor user access

Part of ASSA ABLOYyalehome.com.au
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IBN New Members
A big welcome to the recent additons to our great network. They are all great builders and will add to our team immensely, please 
give them a call and say hi to welcome. All the best for a huge year and we look forward to working together to grow faster!

Greg & Christine Bussell
Construction F.I.V.E 
Wodonga, VIC 

Dylan & Alex Fincher
Fincher Constructions
Woodville Park, SA 

Shane Simons
CSM Build Pty Ltd
Edens Landing, QLD

Brett & Kirsty Ward
National Luxury Homes
Coomera, QLD

Scott & Prue Bentley
Bentley Building Group
Ballarat, VIC

Ian Robertson & Corey Whittaker
Corian Homes
Woodend, VIC
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2019 TO 2021 – FROM EXASPERATION TO FEAR TO BOOM

Without the hyperbole it’s certainly been the most amazing year gone by and 
still to this day there seems to be much uncertainty and anxiety whether at 
home or abroad.

What I can confirm is that during 2019 we had suffered through 
our worst year as a whole in IBN with many Members not being 
able to consolidate on sales due to Banking Royal Commission 
hindering broad hectare development along with a Federal 
Election which traditionally always depresses Real Estate sales.

With this onslaught it was suggested to myself by an IBN-friendly 
large regional Developer to promote regional living whilst we 
were showcasing at the Melbourne Home Show with a view that 
possibly educating city people about the benefits of country living 
might increase the chances of migration and a flow on to help 
IBN Builders procuring work.  This was how Push for the Bush 
became created.

The organisers of the Melbourne Home Show thought this 
concept was so good and brought in a whole new demographic 
to their events that they asked us to talk on stage and discuss 
regional living at the Sydney show, even though IBN wasn’t 
represented through the majority of regional New South Wales.  
Unfortunately, this event was held the weekend Covid restrictions 
officially hit our shores and subsequently the Melbourne show 
was cancelled as well.

So, with both Melbourne shows cancelled in 2020 we all thought 
it was doom and gloom and whilst IBN was pivoting hard, 
becoming an agile training provider through our internal team 
and external contacts the Federal Government stepped in and 
well, pretty much did our job for us!  

The Jobkeeper program along with the HomeBuilder Grant totally 
jump-started the building industry like nothing ever before!  And 
when we say that we are not overstating the effect that this had 
on our whole industry.

Australians soon learned that city living wasn’t the best lifestyle 
choice when you consider the majority of the population were 
all of a sudden working from home and here in Victoria, we were 
insanely locked up at home 23-hours a day and for many, the 
thought of paying a huge mortgage when you were working in 
your own study didn’t make sense.  The regional areas were 
calling and all of a sudden, the mass-marketed volume builders 
and then our IBN Members were inundated and most were 
booked out well ahead!

Promotions

So, with Regional Members all sorted we embarked on a joint 
marketing campaign with the Herald Sun over the Summer 
months where we promoted our Melbourne and surrounding 
area Builders.  

The main brand builder of the program was to bring awareness 
to Adaptable Living and hopefully we will repeat this in other 
Over-50 type magazines as well as a similar campaign in South 
East Queensland where this market is also very lucrative.

This was done to cover the void left from having no home shows 
in 2020 and the first home show postponed for 2021 so IBN will 
continue to pursue other avenues for brand building and lead 
generation.

The Melbourne Home + Design Magazine offered IBN Members 
heavily reduced rates to take out their own advertising in the 
coffee book publication and this has worked out well for those 
members taking up the offer.  The Queensland version has also 
put out the same offer to our Members north of the border and I 
have started making contact with relevant Members who need to 
up their profile in the area.

During the Covid-19’s darkest days I need to remind our Members 
that your social media was more important to be kept updated 
than ever before.  Basically whatever platform you’re using, was 
going to tell Clients, Prospective Clients, Suppliers, Family and 
Friends that your business was either:
•   Alive and thriving
•   Dead and broke!

So rather than harping on the benefits and reasons behind the 
social media, as that should be a given, I thought I would ask our 
Social Media and Promotion Guru, Agnes Salama of Brass Tacks, 
to give us her thoughts on the latest do’s and don’ts on your 
social media.

Agnes presented to our first Victorian Professional Development 
Day of 2021 with the following ‘Seven Immutable Laws of Social 
Media’.
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The Seven Immutable Laws of Social Media

1.  Have a purpose and set your goals
•   Set realistic goals and objectives that will benefit your
    business and work on a plan no different to if you were
    building a home.

2.  Choose your audience
•   Be clear about who it is you want to reach?  Does the specific
    social media relate to the people you are wanting as clients
    understanding different mediums may be more friendlier to
    different age groups or demographics?

3.  Build your audience
•   As a must you really need to invite friends, colleagues and family. 
    Platforms like Facebook will only showcase you if you are relevant
    so you must have the following.

4.  Know what to post
•   Make sure your posts support your goals.  Remember IBN is
    posting on Facebook and Instagram at least twice a week so
    you will always have content to share.

5.  Choose the right voice
•   Choose the voice that best represents you and your business’
     values and one that sets you up as an expert

6.  Be consistent
•   Be consistent in your scheduling as well as your messaging

7.  Measure your progress
•   Is your strategy meeting your goals and where do you go from
    here? 

Wise words indeed from Agnes who, with partner Rob Carew, have 
really helped IBN and our Members a lot over the past few years 
with a professional yet affordable total Brand and Creative service 
encompassing a lot of facets of photography and digital media.

From us at IBN Head Office and the Members using Brass Tacks, we 
are very grateful for their work!

- Tim Renwick
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Women’s Zoom Forums – Marg Rosenow
It has taken some time but at last I have the privilege of taking over 
some space in the newsletter. During the challenging Covid-aff ected 
2020 year we were very fortunate to be able to easily pivot IBN’s 
service off ering to our Members by bringing in Zoom Training quite 
easily.

Steve, Tim, and I had become clearer on what IBN really stood for 
with Family Business becoming more and more our strength with 
many Member’s having this structure as the quintessential business 
makes up.  But it is not your “mum and dad” type of arrangement 
however, it could have been “brother sister / father son / uncle niece” 
and on and on.

Whatever company structure was taken, IBN could concentrate on 
not only developing the professionalism of the Builder who was 
supervising the sites but enhancing the skillset of their partners 
who were handling so many facets of the small to medium business 
whether it be handling the books, dealing with trades and suppliers 
all the way through to marketing the brand in this really exciting and 
competitive age of social and digital media.

It was with that knowledge that made us truly aware of the importance 
of the Women in our businesses and now with the technology to 
reach out to even the most isolated Members, why not create our 
own Women in Business program that could really network, train and 
support you all out in the real world?

Myself being raised in a large building family and its even larger 
business, I have seen and learned a lot over the years as to the 
challenges faced by Women in this industry and whilst our relationship 
with Associations such as the MBA and the HIA was becoming more 
prominent, I thought we could do more to bring you together.

No one wants to be alone and whilst juggling your own business 
with perhaps raising a family and being in a specifi c industry very 
male dominated, we all could feel we may have been a lost voice with 
friends with little empathy as to what we were facing?  So, bringing 
fellow IBN Members together away from the Conferences and PD 
Days in a comfortable setting was a simple and eff ective solution for 
creating a new Network.

I launched the IBN WiB (Women in Business) forum in November 
2020 with the assistance of Catie Paterson who just this month 
became the Vice Chair of the HIA Membership Services and Training 
Committee as well as being already a prominent Keynote Speaker 
and Performance Coach.

Catie helped me gain the confi dence to host this meeting as honestly, 
I’m not a natural public speaker and I was grateful for Catie’s support 
to give me the confi dence I could do this.  

We were able to reach out to Members from Queensland through 
to far-western Victoria and much was discussed on the challenges 
facing us all not only in a challenging Covid-aff ected year, but just day 
to day issues that one could face in our own industry.

In February this year we were joined by HIA Executive Director, Fiona 
Nield, who is an obvious building industry dynamo reaching the 
pinnacle of the Association and clearly overseeing a membership that 
is the largest of its kind in the business. Fiona was very impressed at 
the calibre and reach that IBN enjoys with our amazing Members.  

This was a real eye-opener for the HIA to see how supportive we are 
of our Family and female staff  through the country and now they are 
sitting up and taking notice of how IBN are leading the way here.

As we settle in our workloads with the current boom, we do not want 
to lose traction with the IBN WiB program and would like to reach out 
to those who have not been able to attend thus far.  

This Zoom event, which will be held quarterly, is a wonderful 
opportunity for many of you, regardless of the size of your business, 
to network and fi nd support in other Members who have pioneered 
and achieved what you would like to do.

We will clearly communicate dates well ahead of when they are 
booked in and this is a Women-only event, so candour and honesty is 
a given making the event such a refreshing opportunity.

I thank those of you who have logged in to these past events and 
from the feedback received, you have gained a lot from the Zoom 
meetings and I look forward to meeting many more of you in the 
future meetings.  

We will look at having a break-out session at the next Conference 
based on a similar layout and are keen to hear thoughts on future 
requirements or challenges that we may be able to assist with?

Thank you again and I look forward to seeing you all again soon.
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July 2020 - Lifestyle Boutique 
Home Builders, Drouin VIC

Will and Crystal Braaksma have been a staple 
for the Independent Builders Network West 
Gippsland region with their never-ending 
pursuit of  excellence and Client satisfaction.

It was with this ethic that the Vic Properties, 
another Family owned Business, specialising in Regional Victorian 
Land Development, commissioned Lifestyle Boutique to build the 
best Land Sales Offi  ce / Display Home that would be seen in the 
region. This was no mean feat though with a block that had over 
6-metres’ of fall diagonally across it and as the area was attracting 
older buyers, then the home should also showcase the IBN Adaptable 
Living specifi cation which allows accessible living, even for those 
living with a disability or the aged.

So with a very challenging opportunity, Will and Crystal tackled 
this head on with the help of IBN Head Offi  ce and we soon had an 
amazing new Adaptable Living design that complimented the Alpine 
Range of homes that are suited for blocks with signifi cant fall and are 
split levels.

The new Thredbo was also complimented by the Hamptons inspired 
Helensvale façade that showcases the aesthetically pleasing James 
Hardie Scyon products which certainly attracted a lot of interest from 
locals as the home was being built.

Crystal made sure many local and national IBN Suppliers were 
utilised and the fi nished product including beautiful new Technika 
appliances, Velux skylights, Tradelink plumbing fi xtures and even a 
revolutionary new Topline internal drying clothesline ensured that 
this display home whilst being in regional

Victoria, was absolutely promoting the best features of IBN’s 
relationship with these companies.

The fl oor plan itself apart from being a split level design, features 
some amazing spec’s. 4 sizeable bedrooms with the children’s rooms 
allowing enough room for school desks and ample storage and zoned 
alongside their own Kid’s zone which keeps them away from the rest 
of the home.

Mum and Dad enjoy the quintessential “his and hers” walk in robes 
and even a separate toilet to the ensuite and even the car/s enjoy 
more then adequate rooming with the Lifestyle Boutique garage 
standard giving an extra metre-plus to either side of a normal double 
garage which means popular SUV’s and dual cabin work utes feel 
equally at home in the Thredbo.

Finished off  with a mudroom to the home and even a purpose built 
drying room along with an automatic roof-hung clothes dryer, this 
home seriously has to be seen to be properly believed and you won’t 
be let down from the moment you walk in to the spacious entry area.

We wholeheartedly congratulate Will & Crystal for delivering such a 
masterpiece, but after witnessing their work over the past few years, 
we aren’t surprised and are grateful for their excellence.

August 2020 - BelCo 
Constructions, Logan QLD

In the initial period of uncertainty with all states 
in lockdown one member of the network put 
his hand up to lead the way for Queensland. 

Communication is the key to any successful 
business, and it was Luke Shephard who led the way by instigating, 
chairing and setting the agenda for our Qld members zone meetings 
utilising technology in the form of Zoom as the platform.

In the absence of a Qld Business Development Manager, Luke 
resurrected our monthly group zone meetings. 

Luke understands the importance of networking and although 
not comfortable in the roll he has now helped create what will be 

an ongoing format of 
meetings that allows 
all members far and 
wide to get together to 
network amongst each 
other without leaving 
the offi  ce or worksite 
as well as allowing 
members to be able to 
communicate with head 
offi  ce staff  face to face.

The responsibility has now been handed over to Chris O’Sullivan but 
the platform for future meetings has been laid thanks to the eff ort 
of Luke Shephard.

Congratulations to Luke Shephard on winning the August 2020 

IBN Builder of the Month Awards
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September 2020 - 
GoughWood Homes, 
Broadford VIC

Within the building industry, 2020 has without 
doubt been a year not only of rapid growth 
and development, but a year of adapting 
as we move forward with the new ‘normal’ 
business model. One business in particular 

embracing the impact of these new changes is up and coming local 
builders, GoughWood Homes.

GoughWood Homes brings together the two families of Gough and 
Woodard, with Ben and Sam at the helm. 

Located in central Victoria, servicing the Mitchell Shire and 
neighbouring areas, GoughWood Homes specialise in custom and 
architecturally designed homes with a passion to pursue the pathway 
to passive living.

When it comes to determination, drive, and ability to evolve, 
GoughWood Homes have proven themselves in conforming to these 
nationwide changes.

First came the swell of buyers looking to migrate from Melbourne as 
soon as they could and take up the IBN Push for the Bush strategy. 
This provided city dwellers with the information they need to make a 
tree change, which has been an absolutely massive market for
now and the near future.

Secondly it was how to deal with and prioritise those who needed 
expeditious administration in order to procure the generous Federal 
Government $25,000 Home Builder grant. 

GoughWood were able to work with their clients in order to prioritise 
those in need and prepare contracts in a timely manner.

With new developments now expanding to the townships of 
Nagambie and Avenel, property is becoming highly aspirational for 
migrating buyers. Thanks to Bonnie Gaehl at Puppa & Gaehl Real 
Estate, and IBN’s GeoSite provisions, house & land packages and 
rapid pricing meant that prospective buyers could easily navigate a 
vast range of homes to suit their lifestyle. With IBN’s exclusive range, 
such as ‘Adaptable Living’ for those living with a disability, aged or 
young families, all the way through to acreage blocks and new family 
homes, GoughWood provides it all!

With their youthful passion, reputable friendly service and highest 
level of standards, GoughWood Homes is indeed a welcomed and 
valued business within our industry.

Well done to Ben & Sam on winning the September 2020 Builder of 
the Month Award.

October 2020 - Transform 
Homes, Melbourne VIC

The importance of networking cannot be 
underestimated in developing one’s business. 
It is an essential tool where you can learn from 
others business owner’s real-life experiences.

Greg Paull and Clive Webster of Transform 
Homes in Melbourne have been imparting their experiences to 
the benefi t of the members on the North East Melbourne zone for 
several years.

Nothing has been off  the table as both have opened up to the 
members in their zone, the complexity of large insurance claims, 
OH&S processes and procedure, Project Management and passing 
on their combined 50 years of building and business experience to all 
members of the network.

They have always been open to taking a call from other members 
outside their zone to impart their experiences and wisdom.

We thank Greg and Clive for their ongoing support of the Independent 
Builders Network and congratulate them on winning this month’s 
builder of the month.
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November 2020 - 
Reef Coast Constructions, 
Townsville QLD

In what has been both nationally and 
internationally seen as the most challenging 
year of our generation, it is good to see some 
things have remained consistently strong and 
during this month, December the 5th to be 

precise, Reef Coast Constructions turns 16-years old!

We say things have remained consistent as North Queensland has 
remained safe and strong through the Covid-19 pandemic and Reef 
Coast has again taken home Regional Master Builders Queensland 
awards away to add to their already burgeoning trophy cabinet.

Housing Awards for best Renovation/Remodelling in the $276,000 
- $575,000 category and the Best Individual Home up to $250,000 
category showed that Reef Coast again is covering both ends of the 
scale for high end work or delivering a quality home for those on a 
budget.

When you take into the account the cost of building materials relative 
to the northern part of Australia to meet a low budget house price 
and be recognised for the elite work only speaks volumes for the 
team of Rob & Nicole Rule and Cameron McInnes in their ever search 
for excellence.

Throw in the lifestyle, aff ordable land prices and amazing tropical 
weather that Townsville off ers. If you were considering getting out of 
the expensive and draining city lifestyle, the IBN “Push for the Bush” 
extends to North Queensland as well?

Rob and Cameron still man their display home every weekend which 
showcases prominent and modern touches that is unparalleled 
anywhere in the region. Reef Coast pride themselves on their 
bespoke work with clients designing from scratch just as they did with 
the unique townhouse display home on show or beginning with the 
large array of IBN designs on off er which all can be also customised 
to suit the buyer’s needs.

Like their endless array of MBQld awards, the Independent Builders 
Network is more than happy to award Reef Coast their second Builder 
of the Month Award in recognition of their ongoing reliable service 
and professional construction for their clients.

To talk with Reef Coast direct visit www.reefcoastconstructions.com.
au or look for Reef Coast on Facebook for up to date news from the 
region.
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December 2020 - 
Considine & Johnston, 
Leongatha VIC

Diversity in business and the ability to pivot 
has become an important element of a good 
building business particularly in 2020. Those 
that had already established a mix of business 

are in a better position to survive in a changing market.

Tony Smith and his business Considine & Johnston have weathered 
the storm in 2020 with their mix of commercial, new homes, 
extensions, and renovations. Added to this they are accredited 
GreenSmart builders.

With experience in disability housing and renovations, they are also 
seeing positives in Adaptable Living as a point of diff erence and 
promoting this to their customers. 

They are now working on Disability Housing as a further pivot and 
hope to expand on this.

As an IBN member Tony is a regular attendee at our Professional 
Development days and zone meetings, where his contributions are 
backed up by his years of experience. He is always happy to impart 
his knowledge and experience to any of the other IBN members. We 
thank Tony for their ongoing support of the Independent Builders 
Network and congratulate them on winning this month’s builder of 
the month.

IBN Builder of the Month Awards
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February 2021 - 
JD Construction Mildura, 
Mildura VIC

Businesses that can create an environment 
around establishing a strong work culture 
which are inclusive and rewarding are on the 
right path to success. 

Josh and the team at JD Constructions from the Sunraysia North West 
of Victoria are leading the way to create a business that staff  want to 
work in.

An important element of the success of the business is utilising & 
supporting local trades to assist his business. Utilising the IBN plans 
and suppliers network helps create a strong presence and gives 
clients the selection and confi dence that they can have it all when 
building with the JD team.

Josh has been a big advocate for co-branding with IBN to help 
establish its creditability as a builder in a competitive market and the 
whole team are a regular attendee at our Professional Training days 
which has assisted in the development of the business.

JD Constructions has now developed themselves as a major builder 
in the Sunraysia area and are set up to grow the business further 
in the coming years. We thank Josh and his team for their ongoing 
support of the Independent Builders Network and congratulate them 
on winning this month’s builder of the month.

January 2021 - 
Kev Morris Builder Pty Ltd, 
Toowoomba QLD

‘Do it once, do it right’. This is the motto of the 
January Builder of the Month award winner 
Kev Morris.

As one of the fi rst builders to embrace 
Adaptable Living, Kevin built the Award winning Sarah display in 
Toowoomba which is now generating a very good pipeline of work 
and enquiry. Kevin has concentrated on the downsizers and mature 
aged clients focusing on the advantages of the Adaptable Living 
model.

A combination of social media through Facebook, magazines and 
local TV, Kevin is establishing himself as the go to person when it 
comes to building houses that accommodates the needs of those 
aging in process.

This display being a 4 bedroom home has been very popular getting 
local TV stations doing editorials as it is seen as something that is 
needed and no one else is doing. Kevin is now getting calls for 
modifi ed versions of the display with good enquiry for 3 bedroom 
design.

As an IBN member Kevin is a regular attendee at our Professional 
Development days and zone meetings, where his contributions are 
backed up by his years of experience. 

He is always happy to impart his knowledge and experience to any 
of the other IBN members. We thank Kevin for their ongoing support 
of the Independent Builders Network and congratulate them on 
winning this month’s builder of the month.
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Beautiful simplicity.

Tested in some of Australia’s harshest conditions, 

durable COLORBOND  steel Matt diffuses light to 

create a subtle, textured and contemporary aesthetic. 

COLORBOND  steel in Surfmist  Matt offers a stylish 

contrast to softer tones and complements darker 

hues for added design flexibility and an elegantly 

understated appearance.

Visit COLORBOND.COM/MATT or call 1800 702 764

Lantern House, Victoria, by Timmins+Whyte Architects. Photography by Peter Bennetts. 
COLORBOND  and the BlueScope brand mark are registered trade marks of BlueScope 
Steel Limited.  2020 BlueScope Steel Limited ABN 16 000 011 058. All rights reserved.
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IBN Captured
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2020 was a challenging year for displays as some have been closed, 
postponed, or cancelled due to Covid and now the market boom has 
seen a further need to delay as builders continue to be working at 
capacity but there is light at the end of the tunnel fi nally. 

Plans have begun on several displays to be constructed and opened 
in 2021 with the hope of normality in 2022 and the push for further 
displays and shopfronts.

The displays that have remained open have seen great success 
recently with clients wanting to build quickly to take advantage of 
government grants that were off ered and allowed our members to 
show off  their work to give clients a great insight to what they will get 
when building with an IBN Member. 

Korumburra has been extremely well received and feedback has 
been nothing short of exceptional and the same can be said about 
the Toowoomba display which has won multiple awards and featured 
on TV with the main point of diff erence for both displays being 
Adaptable Living. 

Our other displays in Townsville & Greenbank have seen an increase 
in client visits and contracts signed.

As we look to move forward our displays and shopfronts will be a vital 
part in continuing to off er our clients a place to come and see the 
quality of homes and products we off er. Looking forward to a strong 
2021 and 2022 with lots in planning.

Display Update

Go for a virtual tour of our displays at: www.independentbuilders.com.au/display-homes

29 Olive Avenue, Greenbank

136 Isabella Boulevard, Korumburra 3950

97 Cronin Road, Highfi elds

Lot 1033 Holyoak Avenue, The Village

Sat to Wed: 10am - 4pm  |  Thur to Fri: Closed

By Appointment Only

Mon to Sat: 9am - 4pm  |  Sun: 10am - 4pm

Mon to Fri: 9am - 3pm  |  Sat to Sun: 10am - 4pm

Rick Hayter – 0414 322 900

Auddino First National Appointments  – 03 5658 1007

Kev Morris – 0417 641 383

Rob Rule – 0411 436 067

rick@ap-realty.com.au

sales@auddinofn.com.au

kev@kevmorrisbuilder.com.au

admin@reefcoastconstructions.com.au

The Taylor
Everleigh Estate

The Thredbo
Korumburra

The Sarah
The Avenues - Toowoomba

Fairway
Townsville
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THE
LOOK

Modern Mixed 
Materials

In order to achieve this Modern Mixed Material look, Axon™ cladding was used 

to provide clean, uninterrupted lines contrasting the use of raw materials 

like recycled brick and timber. A salt box roof style provides a asymmetrical 

sloping roof.

To find out more about modern looks go to jameshardie.com.au

Hardie's Axon™  133mm 
smooth vertical cladding
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independentbuilders.com.au/adaptable-living
Learn more online:

Independent Builders Network
is a professional network of local 
builders, working together to off er 
home builders a higher quality, more 
personal and better value for money 
service, than the large, impersonal 
volume project builders

A
network
of local

builders
you can

trust
/IndependentBuilders

@independent.builders

/IBNbuilders

/IBNbuilders

1300 IBN NET (1300 426 638)

enquiries@independentbuilders.com.au

independentbuilders.com.au

P

E

W

12/67 Garden Drive 
Tullamarine, VIC 3043

A

Your Builder

The Independent Builders Network reserves the right to alter, modify or remove any off ering within this document without notice.  Some off erings, products, colours are not available in all 
areas and needs to be agreed with by our builder member.  Photos may depict fi xtures, fi nishes, products, colours and features not included in standard homes. Our registered IBN members 
retain the right to decline off ers within this document.  For further information contact the Independent Builders Network head offi  ce.


